
 
Location: Budapest, Hungary

Role: Coxless pair international rowers. Donna (Bow), Kata (Stroke)
Major responsibilities: Building a new partnership ahead of international competition

Demographics:
•Both single. Both university graduates
•Donna (23 years old). Kata (28 years old)

Languages: Hungarian, English

Profile: Donna and Kata have recently come together as a new rowing partnership following the retirement of Kata’s previous partner. They have been training 
ahead of the new season with their first regatta in four weeks time. Both rowers have excellent technique but are currently inexperienced as a pair. 

Personality: Donna is confident and somewhat headstrong. Kata is quieter.

Notable performances: None as yet.
Spends their time: Donna enjoys spending time with friends. Kata enjoys her own space.

Donna Katona & Kata Boros



Scenario
The pair’s coach is concerned that their training times are below standard so close to the start of the season and is 
considering switching their boat positions. Despite both rowers having excellent technique, communication between the two 
rowers is poor and in the coach’s opinion this is having a huge effect on performance.

Kata as the more experienced partner in the team has taken on the role of steering the rowing boat despite not doing this in 
her previous partnership. The new responsibility coupled with a belief that she is expected to lead the partnership is causing a 
great deal of anxiety and she is uncomfortable with the coach’s suggestion of swapping boat position. 

Meanwhile, Donna is inwardly frustrated with the quality of communication between the partners, but is not prepared to say 
anything as she is worried about damaging the new relationship. She feels that despite her being the new member of the 
team, that she has the qualities to take on a leadership role and that this would improve things.

As a consultant to the Hungarian rowing team you have been alerted to the issue by the team manager. This is a delicate 
situation as the coach is quite traditional and expects her authority to be respected. Equally, you will need to understand the 
different needs of the athletes.

The Task

1) Identify some of the group dynamic problems that are manifesting in this example

2) How would you go about explaining the problems to the coach

3) Suggest some techniques that could improve things for all involved.


